
PRONAR POLY HOPPER 
SPREADERS

One Piece, Easy Open Cover

Fertilizer Grid, To Prevent Blockages

PRONAR FD2-M10 3
3 A well-designed, functional spreader for surface spreading of  seed and 

granulated fertilizers, for maximising the potential of crops and yielding 
plants. 

3 With a strong ribbed 1000l capacity Poly, two-chamber hopper, fertilizer 
is mixed and gravity fed to the twin stainless steel spreading discs. 

3 The stainless steel spreading vanes are adjustable for spreading widths 
from 10m to 24m. 

3 Fertilizer flow is easily adjusted via a metering gate on each outlet. 
Under each of the two outlet openings are hydraulic cylinders 
controlling the gate open/close which does not affect the metering  

3 Makes for easy headland turns minimising overspreading and fertilizer 
waste.

3 Also controls right side, left side or asymmetrical spreading pattern 

3 The   vinyl cover fitted as standard equipment opens and closes with 
one lever, allowing spreading to continue in all weather conditions.

3 Strong clevis tow hitch fitted to the rear lower bar allows for harrows or 
a trailer to be towed.



Proudly made by Pronar: www.pronar.pl 
Imported and distributed exclusively by 
Ag-Pride Australia Pty Ltd 
23 Galleghan Street Hexham, NSW, 2322 
Phone: 02 4964 8818 sales@agpride.com.au 
www.agpride.com.au

SPECIFICATIONS FD1-M03L FD1-M05L FD2-M10

Spreading Width 4 - 14m 4 - 14m 10 - 24m

Hopper Capacity 0.25m3 0.50m3 1m3

Power Demand 15hp 15hp 20hp

Max Working Speed 10km/ph 10km/ph 12km/ph

PTO Speed 540 540 540

Height/Width/Length 1.06/1.12/1.25m 1.33/1.12/1.25m 1.32/1.88/1.23m

Weight 42kg 52kg 170kg

Hydraulic on/off N/A N/A Standard

Cover Standard Standard Standard

Rear Tow Hitch Standard Standard Standard

Number of Spreading Discs 1 1 2

3 The PRONAR FD1-M03L & FD1-05L are a light weight 3 point linkage mounted versatile Poly hopper 
spreader for spreading granulated fertilizer and seed.

3 Well suited for small to mid-size tractors. 

3 Easy to use with simple lever operation of flow control adjustment. 

3 Spreading widths from 4 to 14 meters with PTO driven spreading disc.

3 The stainless steel spreading vanes are adjustable for varying the spreading widths.

3 Fertilizer flow is easily adjusted via the metering gate levers. 

3 Also controls right side, left side or asymmetrical spreading pattern 

3 The poly cover fitted as standard equipment allows spreading to continue in all weather conditions.

3 Strong clevis tow hitch fitted to the rear lower bar allows for harrows or a trailer to be towed.

PRONAR FD1-M03L PRONAR FD1-M05L


